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Abstract | The species is a fundamental unit of biological organization, but its relevance for Bacteria and Archaea is still hotly debated. Even more controversial is whether the deeper branches of the ribosomal RNA-derived phylogenetic tree, such as the phyla, have ecological importance. Here, we discuss the ecological coherence of high bacterial taxa in the light of genome analyses and present examples of niche differentiation between deeply diverging groups in terrestrial and aquatic systems. The ecological relevance of high bacterial taxa has implications for bacterial taxonomy, evolution and ecology.

If you have ever read a field guide for birds, mammals or plants, you will have noticed that it includes not only a description of each organism but also a wealth of information about their habitat, geographical distribution and ecological traits. Such information is available at the species level as well as at high taxonomic levels, such as the phylum. A field guide for bacteria might sound far-fetched, considering that the number of bacterial species that have been described is low (~7,000) in relation to the millions of bacterial species that have been predicted to reside on Earth2. However, the current limitations for such a guide are not only the enormous diversity of bacteria but also our lack of knowledge about the ecology of each of the known species. We do not know the distribution of most bacteria in nature, and we do not know what they are actually doing in their natural environments. In fact, we cannot even define the niche of the best studied bacterial species, Escherichia coli1,4. These difficulties are intertwined with our struggle to apply the species concept to bacteria1,5-7.

Ever since bacteria were discovered, the question of whether they form phylogenetically coherent units and the extent to which such units correlate with phenotypic characteristics and environmental adaptations have been debated. Carl Woese used ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequences to infer phylogenies, through which he proposed a natural system that sorted organisms into three domains of life: Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya8. Attempts to attribute ecological traits to bacterial and archaeal groups that are defined at taxonomic ranks higher than species are rare, and the idea that the deep branches of the bacterial and archaeal trees could be ecologically coherent has seldom been considered9. There are several reasons for this. Genetic diversity is much greater in the domains Bacteria and Archaea than in the kingdom Metazoa. For example, the percentage of conserved genes between strains of the bacterial species Ralstonia solanacearum can be as low as 68%10, whereas 75% of human genes have homologues in the genome of the fish Takifugu rubripes11. Likewise, there can be substantial physiological diversity within bacterial clades; for example, the phylum Proteobacteria includes heterotrophs, lithotrophs and phototrophs. In bacteria, ecological traits can be strain specific, and closely related bacteria can occupy distinct niches12,13. Furthermore, horizontal gene transfer (HGT) can occur even between distantly related organisms14. In fact, some authors claim that HGT is so rampant that no natural classification system can be described for bacteria and that the Tree of Life should instead be described as a Web of Life15. It has also been suggested that a microbial niche can be changed after a single HGT event16. However, there is a growing body of literature showing that HGT takes place mostly between closely related species because of reduced genetic barriers17. In addition, there is evidence that many high taxonomic levels of bacteria show ‘ecological coherence’ (REFS 18,19). Ecological coherence of a taxon means that the members of that taxon share general life strategies or traits that distinguish them from members of other taxa. Some obvious examples of shared life strategies among high taxonomic groups are found in the phylum Cyanobacteria, in which all members are capable of photoautotrophic growth, and the phylum Chlamydiae, in which all known members are obligate intracellular symbionts or parasites of eukaryotes. If we assume that adaptations to different ecological niches have shaped and differentiated bacterial genetic lineages during the course of evolution, then these divergences should be reflected not only at the strain or species level but also at higher taxonomic ranks. However, ecological coherence can be confounded by selective pressures acting on different niches, resulting in different genomes even for bacteria that share a common evolutionary history. Moreover, selective constraints can also drive convergent evolution, producing bacterial species that are functionally similar despite their different evolutionary histories. For these reasons, the question of whether ecological coherence exists at deeper evolutionary divergences also addresses the fundamental evolutionary processes that have shaped such lineages.

In this Opinion article, we examine whether there is ecological coherence of bacterial taxonomic ranks higher than the species level. First, we discuss the ecological coherence of various bacterial clades in the light of genome analyses. Next, we highlight studies that support the ecological relevance of high bacterial taxa in terrestrial and aquatic systems. Finally, we discuss the implications of these data for bacterial taxonomy, evolution and ecology. We focus here on the domain Bacteria, but the same proposal of ecological coherence of high taxonomical ranks can also be made for Archaea.
A genomic perspective

Currently, more than 1,000 bacterial genomes have been completely sequenced, and there are several hundred ongoing bacterial genome projects at various stages of completion (see Further information for links). Although the collection of species for which genomes are available is biased towards bacteria that are important to human health and agriculture, pilot projects that advocate the sequencing of genomes solely for their phylogenetic novelty, such as the Genomic Encyclopaedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBa) project, are in progress and promise to generate a more balanced and useful data set. This makes it timely to pose questions about the levels in the taxonomic hierarchy that display coherence in lifestyle and about whether such clades share unique ecological traits.

Genome sequence data enable the construction of sequence-based phylogenies for all genes in the genome and have led to the emergence of a new field of research: phylomenc starting. Work in this field offers insights into the mechanisms by which bacterial genomes change and adapt to new environments. Core genes encoding proteins involved in basic information processes have been particularly useful in delineating genetic relationships as a complement to the more traditional 16S rRNA gene phylogenies. Although the divergences of deeper nodes are hard to resolve, the different approaches agree on the identification of many taxonomic clades. Indeed, the good correlation between the 16S rRNA gene tree and gene content-based trees at high taxonomic ranks suggests that a large fraction of bacterial genomes reflect an underlying pattern of vertical gene descent.

One approach of examining the depth of ecological coherence and the genomic changes associated with lifestyle shifts is to superimpose recently acquired functional traits and ecological adaptations onto a tree that displays vertical descent. The simplest expectation is that all members of ecologically coherent clades will share a unique set of genes and, indeed, such genes have been identified for some taxonomic clades. For example, around 120 of the 1,054 core genes identified for the Cyanobacteria are specific to this phylum. Likewise, 233 and 51 signature genes have been reported for the phyla Actinobacteria and Chlorobi, respectively. For the phylum Bacteroidetes, the order Bacteroidales and the genus Bacteroides, 27, 38 and 185 signature genes, respectively, have been identified. The number of signature genes tends to be negatively correlated with taxonomic rank, as exemplified above, with fewer signature genes at the order level than at the genus level and even fewer at the phylum level. It is also likely that the number of signature genes present in all members of a taxon will decrease as more genomes are sequenced. From a conceptual standpoint, it can be argued that the coherence of high taxa could also result from a unique combination of genes, without any one gene being taxon specific on its own. For example, the presence of an almost complete set of photosynthetic genes is easy to associate with the lifestyle of the Cyanobacteria. Moreover, genomic signatures of more complex phenotypes such as virulence, thermophily or radiation resistance have been more difficult to delineate. Moreover, many signature genes encode proteins of unknown function, which might not necessarily be involved in environmental adaptation.

How much ecological diversity is there within a taxonomically defined bacterial lineage? The class Alphaproteobacteria, which has more than 100 sequenced representatives, is one of the most ecologically diverse classes and is therefore a particularly good model system to use to address this question. An alphaproteobacterial species tree has been inferred from concatenated data sets of 38 and 102 protein-coding genes. On the basis of this tree, a divergence pattern has been inferred for the major bacterial orders within the Alphaproteobacteria, including the Rickettsiales, Rhodospirillales, Sphingomonadales, Caulobacterales, Rhodobacterales and Rhizobiales. The habitats of a few species from each of these orders are shown in Fig. 1. Although many lifestyles and environments are represented, distinct patterns of ecological consistency at the level of genus and order are observed in several cases. This enables genomic diversity to be correlated with the ecological diversity in and between these groups. For the clades with intracellular habitats, the lower the taxonomic rank, the narrower the growth niche (as defined by the range of animal species infected). The identification of many diverse but ecologically consistent clades has revealed that adaptation to open and changing environments tends to be associated with genome size expansions and rapid changes in gene repertoires, whereas adaptation to isolated and stable environments is typically reflected in reductive evolution. Extensive gene loss during ecological shifts to restricted environments might also result in ecological coherence for high taxonomic ranks such as genera and phyla, just as novel gene acquisition might enable expansion into a novel niche, with subsequent diversification yielding ecological coherence of the lineage.

A striking observation is that differences in lifestyle correlate with variations in the genes encoding proteins that have functions associated with environmental interactions, such as regulation and transport. For example, the small genomes of obligate and facultative intracellular bacteria have only a few regulatory and transport genes, whereas the larger genomes of free-living...
An environmental perspective

The idea of characterizing bacterial lineages according to life strategies has been suggested in several recent studies. Fierer et al. [43] and others have suggested that the presence of a unique and characteristic repertoire of genes associated with environmental interactions, each differentiating bacterial lineages to changing environmental conditions, is an important trait of the genus Acidobacteria. A comprehensive study by Fierer et al. [43] used both experimental and meta-analysis approaches to classify soil bacteria. They proposed that bacteria that alternate between environmental niches of different nutritional status and exhibit lower growth rates but higher substrate affinities. The class Betaproteobacteria, for example, most members of which contain individual genes that were classified as K strategies, were considered to be "strategists". A subset of the phylogenetically classified as K strategies, were considered to be "strategists". A subset of the phylogenetically classified as K strategies...
Figure 2 | Niche differentiation at the phylum and class levels. a | The relative abundance of bacterial taxa in bacterial communities in soil under different land management regimes. Only those taxa for which the abundance changed significantly with management are shown. b | The spatial distribution of the relative abundance of targeted bacterial classes or phyla within the total bacterial community of a pasture subjected to three levels of cattle impact, as shown at the bottom. Field-scale variations of the relative abundance of the different taxa are indicated by the different colours, from blue (lower relative abundance) to red (higher relative abundance). Part a courtesy of K. Jangid, University of Georgia, Athens, USA. Part b modified, with permission, from REF. 19 © (2009) Society for Applied Microbiology and Blackwell Publishing.

and deep-sea whale bone — strong associations were reported between habitat and phylootype\(^{17}\). For example, relatives from the order Rickettsiales were found mostly in surface water, whereas relatives from the orders Rhizobiales and Burkholderiales were found mostly in soil. In aquatic ecosystems, the composition of bacterial communities showed limited overlap between marine and freshwater environments, and a few high taxa, such as the Betaproteobacteria (which are nearly absent in oceans), were typical of fresh waters\(^{53,54}\). In estuaries, which are the mixing zones between both ecosystems and, thus, extraordinary field laboratories to study ecological niches of bacterial lineages, a clear dominance was found for the Alphaproteobacteria in the lower, saltier water and for the Betaproteobacteria in the upper, fresher water, whereas members of the Flavobacteria prevailed in the turbidity maximum of the estuary\(^{35}\). In terrestrial ecosystems, which have greater spatial heterogeneity than water columns, ecological niches and spatial patterns of microbial communities can develop at much smaller scales. For example, it was found that changes in land management, such as fertilizer treatment and cropping, led to large differences in the abundances of many classes and phyla in the soils of adjacent fields\(^{49}\) (FIG. 2a). Likewise, the relative abundances of several classes and phyla were shown to display spatial patterns at the metre scale\(^{46}\); these patterns were taxon specific and correlated to soil properties in pastures that were differently affected by cattle (FIG. 2b).

In addition to spatial patterns, temporal patterns have been reported and are exemplified by successional transitions of bacterial populations. During aging of compost, different high-rank phylogenetic groups were identified at different stages\(^{31}\), including increases in the phylum Actinobacteria during the later stages\(^{48}\). Another example of succession at high taxonomic rank is provided by a recent analysis of the microbial community of the human small-bowel lumen, which revealed a dramatic shift from the orders Clostridiales and Bacteroidales to the orders Lactobacillales and Enterobacteriales after ileostomy\(^{52}\). Following surgical closure of the ileostomy, the community composition is similar to that of the normal microbiota, suggesting that the introduction of oxygen into the otherwise anaerobic ileum was responsible for the shift in the dominant bacterial orders (FIG. 3). Clear seasonal signatures in the abundance of major bacterial lineages have been observed in soils\(^{32,33}\) and in marine ecosystems\(^{46}\). In aquatic ecosystems, temporal changes have also been reported at much
shorter timescales, with variations in the representation of the major classes and phyla over the course of a 12-hour tidal cycle in an estuary.

These environmental studies support the idea of ecological coherence of bacterial groups at taxonomic ranks higher than the species. Being based on a range of independent approaches, including metagenomics, fluorescent in situ hybridization, quantitative PCR, and PhyloChip and phospholipid fatty acid analyses, these conclusions are robust. However, owing to the limitations of these current methods for grasping the entire diversity of a microbial community, even in a single environmental sample, the patterns observed mainly reflect variations in the dominant members of the bacterial communities.

Such methodological limitations highlight important difficulties. First, the patterns described above might reflect underlying patterns occurring in nature at low taxonomic levels, because some taxa in a lineage were very dominant, whereas others were either absent or present at very low abundance in the studied environment. A good example is the highly abundant SAR11 clade in ocean surface water, which results in the dominance of the Alphaproteobacteria in this environment. Therefore, deep sequencing, as suggested by Vogel et al., and comparisons across environments are required to identify the exact taxonomic level at which bacterial lineages are ecologically coherent. More extensive metagenomic studies will provide unique opportunities for microbiologists to fill in the gaps in the phylogenetic tree with genetic and ecological data, enabling inferences of the environment from which any given clade emerged and how that clade has since dispersed. However, information on the habitat preferences of 15,350 cultured microorganisms showed that strains related at the genus, family or order levels occur in the same environment more frequently than do random pairs of isolates [Fig. 4]. This suggests that it is possible to distinguish ecological coherence up to the order level using only a few keywords to describe the habitat. It should be emphasized here that it is unlikely that taxon-specific traits will be uniformly shared by all members of the taxon. Moreover, ecological coherence will probably not be observed at the same level of organization among all bacterial lineages owing to the extensive variation in sequence divergence between lineages. It is therefore important to accept imperfection when recognizing the ecological cohesiveness of high bacterial taxa and to focus on unifying rather than on universal traits, as biologists frequently do in animal and plant ecology. This approach is perfectly reasonable when we acknowledge that the traits that unify high taxa might be advantageous in a variety of otherwise unrelated habitats.

Implications

Our proposal that high bacterial taxa, as delineated by phylogenetic analyses of 16S rRNA and other highly conserved genes, could be ecologically meaningful has numerous implications.

Let us first consider the implications for microbial taxonomy. It is difficult for systematists to identify ecologically meaningful units of bacterial diversity, and phylogenetic analysis of conserved genes has been used to facilitate the interpretation of frequently conflicting phenotypic data and to delineate taxonomic ranks from the genus up to the class or phylum levels. The ecological coherence of high bacterial taxa provides evidence that these ranks have a biological or physiological basis. An increasing body of literature proposes the incorporation of ecology into the definition of bacterial species. We argue that this approach should not be restricted to the species level but should be extended to higher taxonomic ranks when appropriate. We acknowledge that this might not be easy for taxonomists, but hopefully, thanks to recent developments of metagenomics and other high-throughput technologies, valuable data sets will soon be available to link bacterial ecology and evolution. Metagenomics will also provide a better estimate of the sequence diversity that is present in different habitats at different time points, and mapping this diversity back onto the species tree will present new opportunities for characterizing the extent of coherence versus the spread of ecological units for different lineages and environments.

As bacterial taxa at high ranks are defined in part by the phylogeny of the 16S rRNA and other highly conserved genes, their ecological coherence also has implications for bacterial evolution, providing an independent validation of deep nodes of the bacterial phylogenetic tree. However, even if ecological features that distinguish deeply diverging clades can be identified, this, per se, does not provide proof that we have found and recognized the tree of life in nature. Without knowing the hierarchical relatedness of high taxa, their ecological coherence provides no evidence for the actual topology of the tree. Instead, whenever phylogenetic and ecological clusters match, deeply diverging clades can be considered as a unit in evolution. Indeed, the use of high taxa as evolutionary units has previously been suggested by Valentine, who stated that “there does not seem to be anything special about higher Linnaean taxa, as compared to species, that would prevent them from being macroevolutionary units, provided that they have heritable features than can undergo sorting” [REF 66]. Correlating the presence or absence of patterns of traits with the presence or absence of patterns of genes might help functional annotations and pathway predictions, and may provide information about the selective forces driving the appearance and disappearance of genes throughout bacterial evolution. The ecological coherence of deep nodes also supports recent work suggesting that there are barriers to HGT between distantly related bacteria and that a cohesive force holds members of high taxa together.

Figure 3 Microbial succession at the order level in the human small-bowel lumen. The relative abundance of the four dominant bacterial taxa in ileal effluents of a normal ileum, after an ileostomy and after surgical closure of the ileostomy. Figure is modified from REF 57 © (2009) National Academy of Sciences USA.
possibly the greatest repercussions of the concept of the coherence of high taxa will be in microbial ecology. Microbial ecologists are still struggling with both species definitions and the huge number of bacterial species that are present in the environment. Circumventing such bottlenecks would facilitate the development of generic concepts and theories in microbial ecology and aid in understanding coexistence and community assembly, which are central issues in microbial ecology. We think that dissecting the immense amount of bacterial diversity down to the species level is not always necessary in order to understand bacterial community functions and interactions. The ecological coherence of high taxa suggests that deeper cladings of various ranks could be used as alternative ecologically meaningful units, although we do not claim that using higher levels of organization will explain everything. Rather, different biological patterns can be observed at different levels of organization as the result of the constraints imposed by higher levels upon lower levels. Therefore, even if the species is a fundamental category of biological organization, it is important to understand ecology at every ecologically meaningful level of organization; in the words of Mayr, we need to obtain “an interpretation of the role of lower and higher taxa in the economy of nature and in evolutionary history” (Ref. 67).

In addition, collapsing the immense bacterial diversity at the species level by integrating it into high levels of organization would provide a framework and the operational tools to study bacterial assemblages in a more practical way. This is shown by a model of the temporal dynamics of the gut microbiota of human infants 68. This dynamic interaction model for the Proteobacteria, Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes showed that the tendency of the microbiota to converge on a common profile might be explained by a small number of simple phylum-level interactions.

Understanding the diversity of living organisms is not an esoteric exercise, and the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning has emerged as a major concern owing to the potential impact of the diversity losses that could be caused by human activities 69. Interest in this issue rapidly extended to microbiology, and the importance of microbial diversity for ecosystem function is now being widely investigated. By working with life history traits that are coherent at high levels of bacterial taxonomy, we can scale up this question and address the potential role of bacterial communities at high taxonomic ranks for ecosystem functioning. Promising results in this direction from the gut microbiome show that obesity is associated with changes in the relative abundance of the two dominant bacterial groups defined at the phylum level, the Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes 70,71. The ecological coherence of high bacterial taxonomic ranks provides hope that bacterial community composition can be used to predict ecosystem functioning.

Conclusions

Data from genome analyses and ecological studies support the hypothesis that some high bacterial taxa are ecologically coherent. Such coherence is not categorical but is rather a continuous variable across taxonomic ranks within a lineage, with a negative correlation between the level of ecological coherence and the taxonomic rank. From a practical perspective, all taxonomic levels of organization are of interest, as each could provide different pieces of information on the underlying mechanisms driving the formation of bacterial assemblages. Thus, using the analogy of a ‘field guide’ for bacteria, it might not be necessary to wait until we can describe the ecology of every single species; instead, such a guide could describe unifying ecological traits at higher ranks, with the number and complexity of traits increasing as we move down the rank levels.
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Figure 4 | Habitat–phylotype associations. A comparison of cultured microbial strains, plotting habitat similarity against level of strain relatedness according to the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) taxonomy database. For the order level and for all taxonomic ranks lower than this, the difference is highly significant (P < 10−4). The similarity of the annotated habitats, measured by automated keyword comparisons between any two microbial isolates, was strongly correlated to the evolutionary relatedness of the strains. Figure is modified, with permission, from Ref. 52 © (2007) American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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